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Sympathetic Crystallization of Trapped Ions
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We have created multispecies Coulomb crystals in a linear Paul trap containing up to a few hun
ions of which more than 50% were cooled only sympathetically through the Coulomb interac
with laser-cooled Mg1 ions. In an extreme case, one laser-cooled ion maintained order in a 15
string. Ion species segregation was obtained by radiation pressure. Previous experiments and mo
dynamics simulations suggest the temperature is 10 mK or lower. These results indicate that a
range of atomic and molecular ions can be cooled and localized in linear Paul traps which is impo
for improvements in spectroscopic studies of such ions. [S0031-9007(99)08637-8]

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk, 52.25.Wz
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Trapped ions, when cooled sufficiently, form spatiall
ordered structures (Coulomb crystals). For smaller cry
tals (typically #105 ions), where surface effects play a
dominant role, shell and stringlike structures are the eq
librium states [1–3]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simula
tions of infinite one component plasmas predict a bo
centered cubic (bcc) structure [4] as the lowest ener
state. By applying laser cooling, string and shell stru
tures have been observed in both Paul and Penning tr
by imaging the fluorescence from the ions [5–11], and r
cently bcc structures at the center of very large ion cryst
in a Penning trap have been revealed by Bragg scat
ing techniques [12,13]. Since only ions with simple leve
schemes accessible to lasers can easily be laser coo
most atomic ion species, and all molecular ions, due
their complex vibrational and rotational structure, are e
cluded from this type of cooling. Hence, to date only ver
few singly charged ion species have been laser cooled
crystallized. The equations of motion in both Penning a
Paul traps allow, however, ions within a certain charg
to-mass ratio to be trapped simultaneously, which mak
sympathetic cooling [14] through the Coulomb interactio
possible.

Several authors have previously investigated symp
thetic cooling, where directly laser cooled ions were us
to cool ions of a different species through mutual Coulom
interaction [9,14–17]. In most of these experiments, t
typically achieved temperatures of the sympathetica
cooled ions were several hundred mK, which were too hi
for ordering of the whole plasma. In a ring-shaped [1
and a linear Paul trap [19] a few nonfluorescing sites
crystals consisting of laser cooled24Mg1 were attributed
to indirectly cooled impurity ions. Recently, a crystal con
sisting entirely of Ca1 was observed to stay crystallized
when some of the constituent ions were decoupled from
cooling laser by being optically pumped into a metastab
dark state [9].
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In this Letter we report on formation of Coulomb
crystals consisting of up to a few hundred ions in a line
Paul trap where the fraction of indirectly (sympatheticall
cooled ions is greater than 50%. In one case particula
interesting for spectroscopy, 14 sympathetically cool
ions were maintained in an ordered string structure
one directly cooled24Mg1 ion. We have not measured
the temperature of the sympathetically cooled ions in t
crystals directly, but recent studies of the formation
24Mg1 ion crystals [10] and MD simulations of infinitely
long cylindrical plasmas [20] indicate that the temperatu
is 10 mK or lower.

The radiation pressure of the cooling lasers has f
thermore made it possible to segregate the ions accord
to species. Besides the potential interest of such mix
Coulomb crystals within plasma physics, the very co
and well-localized sympathetically cooled ions are very i
teresting in connection with high-resolution spectroscop
where transit time broadening, Doppler shift and broade
ing, and laser-induced light shifts [15] can be problemat

The experimental setup used is sketched in Fig. 1 a
is practically identical to the one previously described
[10]. The ions are confined in a linear Paul trap [21
operating at an rf frequency ofV  2p 3 4.2 MHz and
an rf amplitude ofUrf  20 100 V. The Mathieu stabil-
ity parameterq of the linear Paul trap is defined as

q  2
QUrf

mr2
0 V2

,

wherer0 is the distance from the trap axis to the electrod
andQ andm are the charge and mass of the ions, resp
tively. For 24Mg1 ions the rf parameters employed giv
values ofq within the rangef0.075, 0.38g. As the trap is
loaded by electron bombardment of an atomic magnesi
beam at the trap center, ions can also be produced from
background gas, and these will be trapped if their charg
to-mass ratio gives values ofq below the Mathieu stability
© 1999 The American Physical Society 2071
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FIG. 1. Schematic overview of the experimental setup. T
optional second UV laser beam of a separately adjusta
frequency, produced by a similar laser and frequency doubli
system, is also shown. PBS (polarizing beam splitter);ly2
(half-wave plate).

limit of 0.9. By controlling the atomic beam flux, the frac
tion of background gas ions can be controlled to some e
tent. The24Mg1, and in some cases also26Mg1, ions are
laser cooled axially by Doppler cooling on the3s2S1y2-
3p2P3y2 transition. Sympathetic cooling of the transvers
degrees of freedom of the laser-cooled ions as well as
degrees of freedom of the other trapped ions is acco
plished through the Coulomb interaction between the ion
When cooling a single isotope, two counterpropagati
laser beams at the same frequency and with adjustable
tensity difference are sent into the trap region. When co
ing two isotopes an extra laser beam at a separately tuna
frequency is added. The transition frequency of26Mg1 is
3 GHZ (equal to70G, whereG is the natural linewidth of
the transition) above that of24Mg1, and hence any heating
of the 24Mg1 ions due to the laser resonant with26Mg1

is very weak compared to the cooling by the laser res
nant with24Mg1. The positions of the ions are monitore
by imaging the fluorescent light onto an image-intensifie
video camera (Proxitronic NCA), the time resolution o
which is 20 ms. The camera system views the trap p
pendicular to the trap axis.
tal
indicate
FIG. 2. (a) A single video frame showing the lone24Mg1 ion in one of the fifteen sites. (b) The overall structure of the crys
visualized by making a superposition of 15 images in each of which a different site is occupied. The superimposed crosses
the positions predicted by molecular dynamics simulations for a string containing 15 singly charged ions.
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In Fig. 2(a) we show an image enhanced single vid
frame of a single24Mg1 ion in a string with 14 nonfluo-
rescing ions. The dark ions are either atomic or molecu
ions from the background gas [17,22] or other isotopes
magnesium. The evidence for the string comes about
monitoring the various positions the single24Mg1 ion vis-
its due to diffusion in a 2 min video sequence. In Fig. 2(
a composite picture of the positions visited by the visib
ion is shown together with black crosses indicating sim
lated positions of a string of 15 singly charged ions
zero temperature. Since each video frame always sho
the visible ion in a single position, the rearrangement tim
of the string after a detectable disturbance must be fas
than the frame integration time of 20 ms. This is in a
cordance with typical reordering times (,1 ms) found in
the MD simulations discussed below. For the observ
positional diffusion of the visible ion with a jump rate o
0.36 per sec, there are two probable processes: occasi
collisions with atoms or molecules of the background g
and random walk of the ions induced by scattering of ph
tons during the laser cooling process. For the experimen
background pressure of approximately10210 Torr, we es-
timate 0.03 elastic collisions per ion per second [23].
each such collision transfers enough momentum for a
sitional jump, this can explain the observed jump rate. W
have initiated MD simulations where the rf field of the trap
collisions with the background gas atoms, and the rand
momentum kicks given to the ions in the photon scatte
ing processes are included. Our preliminary simulatio
indicate that nearly every collision will lead to a positiona
jump without loss of trapped ions (the trap potential dep
is typically more than an order of magnitude larger than t
kinetic energy of a room temperature atom). However, f
ture experiments conducted at various pressures and
simulations should reveal more clearly the importance
the two mechanisms for positional jumps.

With an electron beam energy of 1 keV, one wou
also expect to produce and trap doubly charged ions in
observable amount [24]. The good agreement between
positions of the ions in the experiment and in the simulati
presented in Fig. 2(b) suggests, however, that only sin
charged ions are present in the string (the presence
doubly charged ions would lead to different ion spacing
The reason no doubly charged ions are present is proba
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that the string in Fig. 2 is the product of a larger cryst
decaying over one hour or so, in which time electro
transfer collisions with background gas atoms are high
possible. A collision between a doubly charged ion and
atom can lead to the production of two singly charged ion
while collisions between a singly charged ion and an ato
will not lead to the formation of a doubly charged ion.

We have also observed formation of crystals containi
some 200 ions where 60% of the ions were cooled symp
thetically. Figure 3 shows a sequence where the ions
loaded into the trap in the presence of two counterpropag
ing lasers resonant with24Mg1 and 26Mg1, respectively.
Because of the net radiation pressure force exerted on
cooled ions in the direction of the laser beams, the crys
is spatially segregated according to species. The appa
void between the two magnesium isotopes cannot be
tributed to the radiation pressure forces. These forces
at most displace the ions some50 mm along the axial trap
potential, while in Fig. 3(c) the space between the visib
ions is 500 mm wide or 10 times larger. We conclude
therefore that this dark region must be filled with othe
ionic species. The total number of ions present is es
mated from measuring the aspect ratio of the crystals a
using the model introduced by Dubin in [25]. The visibl
magnesium ions are clearly crystallized at the bounda
with the dark region, indicating that the ions in the dar
region are also crystallized, since the Coulomb intera
tion is long range and the otherwise chaotic motion at t
center of the crystal would lead to heating of the enti
ion plasma. By using two counterpropagating laser bea
resonant with only one of the magnesium isotopes and te
porarily changing their power balance, we can cause
visible ions to move back and forth through the cente
The movement takes the form of discrete hops from o
well-defined site to another. Such ordered migration
seen clearly in the video frames shown in Fig. 4 where
a separate experiment only 1424Mg1 ions out of a total of
about 60 ions were cooled directly.

FIG. 3. Three successive images taken during a loadi
sequence. The24Mg1 ions are pushed to the right and26Mg1

ions to the left by their respective near resonant cooling lase
The central region contains sympathetically cooled ions. No
the nearest neighbor separation between ions is ca.20 mm
while the space between the two magnesium isotopes
ca. 500 mm wide.
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For judging the spectroscopic prospects of these sym
thetically crystallized ions, it is important to know the ki
netic energy of the ions. Previous studies of larger24Mg1

crystals of similar shapes [10] show that the onset of spa
ordering happens at a plasma coupling parameter com
rable to the value predicted for infinite plasmas [20]. Th
plasma coupling parameter is defined as

G 
ECoul

kBT
,

whereT is the temperature andECoul is the nearest neigh-
bor Coulomb energy. From the simulation presented
[20], ordered shell structures are expected whenG $ 100.
With the trap parameters used in the present experim
this lower limit of G sets an upper temperature limit o
about 10 mK. Because of the strong coherent transve
micromotion of the ions, the maximum transverse kinet
energy of the outer shell ions in Fig. 3(c) correspond
however, to a temperature of a few kelvin. The couplin
of transverse micromotion into the axial motion is foun
(MD simulations) only to be a few mK, leading to a sma
increase in the first order Doppler shifts along the trap ax
The second order Doppler shifts will, however, general
be larger than implied by the estimated axial temperatu
due to the transverse micromotion. Exceptions are the
string case presented in Fig. 2, as well as the case we h
observed where a shell of directly cooled ions surrounde
string of indirectly cooled ions. Here the indirectly coole
species lie on the axis where there is essentially no mic
motion. In the latter case, the spatial separation of t
species is due to theqyM dependence of the effective
transverse trap potential. Ions with highqyM values will
experience a steeper potential than ions with lower valu
and hence tend to accumulate along the trap center axi

In our present trap, we have observed stable cryst
for the Mathieu stability parameterq ranging fromq 
0.075 0.38. Observed instabilities at lowq are due to
dc field imperfections and fast ion loss due to collision
with background gas atoms, while the instabilities in th
high q range are probably due to excessive rf heating [2
Since q ~ Qym, this indicates that singly charged ion
with a mass ratio of up to about 10 could be trapped a
cooled simultaneously. With the rf parameters employe

FIG. 4. A sequence of images recorded using only o
cooling laser tuned to24Mg1. The images are taken while
the ions are migrating due to power imbalance between the t
counterpropagating laser beams.
2073
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the estimated mass range of sympathetically cooled, sin
charged ions is 4–162 amu when cooled by24Mg1 ions.
The sympathetic cooling rate is, however, highly depe
dent on the mass and charge of the directly and symp
thetically cooled ions, both through the possible energ
transfer in collisions and through the fact that the variou
ion species tend to separate spatially due to differences
effective potentials. The constraints on sympathetic cry
tallization due to these effects remain to be studied. Ho
ever, since singly charged ions that can be laser cooled
scattered throughout the whole periodic table, any atom
and most small molecular ions should be able to be effe
tively cooled and localized.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that in a linear Pa
trap it is possible to make Coulomb crystals consisting
up to a few hundred ions where more than 50% of the io
are cooled sympathetically. We have proven it is possib
to create and keep a string of 15 cold ions where on
a single ion is directly cooled. Our previous studies o
the formation of24Mg1 ion crystals and MD simulations
indicate that the axial temperature of the sympathetica
cooled ions is probably around 10 mK or lower, which i
an order of magnitude lower than previously reported tem
peratures of sympathetically cooled ions. Our findings i
dicate that a wide range of atomic and molecular ions,
substantial amounts, can be effectively cooled and loc
ized in linear Paul traps. This points towards improve
ments in spectroscopic studies of such ions.
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